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ABSTRACT
A successful concurrent start of the interdisciplinary design team is crucial when designing
mechatronic systems in order to ensure consistent data throughout the development process
and establish rapid development. The aim of this work is to enable a concurrent conceptual
design and to initiate the domain-specific embodiment design when developing mechatronic
systems controlled by a PLC.
The work results in three main contributions towards efficient concurrent engineering. Firstly,
the developed Extended Function Structure (EFS) does not only allow the description of the
mechanical functions, but also the basic control logic in one diagram suitable for mechanical
and software engineers. Secondly, the developed EFS-methods and a structured procedure are
embedded into the new VDI guideline 2206. Thirdly, the newly developed Computer Aided
Conceptual Design (CACD) tool offers a convenient way to define the EFS. Furthermore, it
supports the mechanical engineer in initiating the CAD-modeling. In addition, a compileable
PLC-program and a list of input/output variables to initiate the software development can
automatically be derived from this CACD tool.
A case study based on a textile machine shows the potential of the EFS in conjunction with
the CACD tool in shortening the development time and avoiding errors caused by
interdisciplinary communication problems. The results show, that the design team developing
mechatronic systems controlled by a PLC can by synchronized efficiently.
Keywords: Concurrent interdisciplinary engineering, Computer Aided Conceptual Design
(CACD), ELVAN (EarLy Virtual mAchine application), Programmable Logic Controller
(PLC), Mechatronics, Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL), Virtual Machine
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1 INTRODUCTION

Proposed workflow

Current workflow

The costs to develop software for mechatronic systems increased constantly over the last
decades. The current effort designing the software while developing a machine is now similar
to the effort designing the mechanics [17]. Nevertheless, the current workflow is primarily
still sequential as shown in Figure 1. The machine concept is developed by the mechanical
engineers. Even the CAD model is often developed during the embodiment design phase
before the control engineers are involved to implement the PLC-software needed to control
the machine. This sequential procedure implies a longer development time compared to the
proposed workflow shown in Figure 1. In addition, the lacking synchronization between the
domains fosters inconsistencies.
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Fig.1 Current and proposed workflow [2]
The aim of this work is to support the proposed workflow shown in Figure 2 by software,
when designing mechatronic systems controlled by a PLC. Both domains enter the conceptual
design phase simultaneously and carry out the design task concurrently as recommended in
the new VDI design guideline 2206 [18]. The results of this work are based on research
carried out together with a machine builder [16], a PLC programming service provider [8], a
mechanical engineering service provider [11] and an industrial consultant [13].
This work is embedded in a design methodology consisting of methods, a structured
procedure and tools as defined in [15]. Methods related to this work have been described in
former publications [2,3,5,6] and the newly computerized ones are summarized in section 2.
The structured procedure is embedded in the VDI guideline 2206 [18] by creating and
adapting predefined process modules [5]. Tools in the context of this work are:
•
•
•
•

The newly developed CACD tool ELVAN described in section 3.
CAD.
A PLC programming environment.
The Virtual Machine to build virtual prototypes [4,9].
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Finally, a textile machine is used in section 4 to demonstrate the capabilities of ELVAN.
2 COMPUTER AIDED METHODS
2.1 Extended Function Structure (EFS)
The EFS extends the traditional function structure (FS), which is used in mechanics [20,15]
towards mechatronics [2,3]. The FS is bridging between the requirements for the design task
and the principle solutions during the conceptual design. The traditional FS provides the
following elements:
•
•
•

Functions
Material, energy and information flow between the functions
Hierarchy between the functions

The EFS provides the following in addition [5,6]:
•
•
•

Transition conditions on the information flows
Actor und sensor definitions
Defined input and output variables

The input and output variables are collected in the I/O-list and do carry the information from
the sensor (input variables) and the actor (output variables). Those global variables can be
used in a PLC program to read the sensor information and to force the actor. A transition
condition on an information flow contains a Boolean expression build up-on the input
variables (connected to sensors). Some functions in the EFS are so-called actor functions, if
an actor is assigned. No further sub functions are needed for actor functions, since actors are
representing a principle solution for a function. They are typically not designed but bought by
the company designing mechatronic systems controlled by a PLC.
The following order while defining the EFS is recommended according to the experience
gained so far:
1. Overall function
2. Material flows
3. Sub functions
4. Material flows
5. Energy flows
6. Information flows
7. Transition conditions
8. Boolean expressions
9. Actor functions
10. Go to step 3 or stop the recursion if:
a. The function is an actor function
b. The function needs further discussion
c. The function is an elementary function
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The morphologic table derived in section 2.3 supports the further elaboration of “10. b.” and
“10. c.”. Iterating forwards and backwards between the ten steps analoge to the
recomendation in the VDI 2221 [20] throughout the design process helps in receiving a
mature EFS.
2.2 Derivation of the inherent control sequence
Thanks to the extensions realized in the EFS, the main control sequence can be extracted from
the EFS. The programming language SFC (Sequential Function Chart) suits that task, since it
is one out of the five standardized PLC programming languages [12] and it is intended to be
used during the early PLC-software design phase [7]. Figure 2 shows a generalized EFS and
the corresponding derived SFC.
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Fig.2 Generalized EFS and the derived SFC
The derivation algorithm can be described as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Remove the material and the energy flows.
Remove all functions without any connection to a flow.
Extract the Boolean expression based on the input variables.
Extract the definition on how to set the output variables.
Arrange the control sequence according to the rules specified in IEC 1131-3 [12] for
the SFC.

2.3 Derivation of the morphologic table
The morphologic table supports the transition from the function structure towards the
machine concept consisting of a combination of principle solutions [15,19]. Functions are
listed in a matrix and different solutions for those functions are elaborated and discussed.
Only non specified functions in the EFS are considered for the derivation of the morphologic
table. That excludes actor functions, since they do already contain a solution. Functions
containing sub functions are excluded as well, since their sub functions do specify the
superior function. The remaining functions need further investigations. The algorithm to
derive the morphologic table from the EFS can be described as follows:
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1. Remove all actor functions.
2. Remove all functions with sub functions.
3. Arrange the remaining functions in the morphologic table.
2.4 Derivation of the I/O-list used in the control and to interface HiL simulations
The I/O-list contains all global variables used in the PLC program to enable the connection to
the actors and sensors in the mechatronic system. This list is not only important inside the
PLC programming environment. The I/O-list is also necessary if a machine simulation is
connected to the real PLC in order to test the control in combination with the machine
behaviour. This Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) setup can be used to build the Virtual Machine
as shown in Figure 14 and described in [4,9]. Additional data, such as the typical
manipulating time of a pneumatic cylinder, is helpful to model the mechatronic system in the
HiL-case. The algorithm to derive the I/O-list from the EFS can be described as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Extract the declaration of all input variables.
Extract the declaration of all output variables.
Extract additional actor or sensor information, in a HiL-case.
Arrange the I/O-list according to the target platform.

The generated list is called Extended I/O-list, if step three is performed.
3 CACD TOOL: ELVAN
The new CACD Tool ELVAN (EarLy Virtual mAchine application) supports all methods
described in chapter 2. It is a C# Add-On extending MS Visio and uses MS Access in the
background to manage the EFS data. ELVAN is intended to be used in combination with the
other design tools listed in section 1 as shown in Figure 3.
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Fig.3 Tools arranged according to the proposed workflow shown in Figure 1
Defining the EFS in ELVAN is an interdisciplinary task. The derivation of the SFC and the
I/O-list initiates the PLC programming. The derived and elaborated morphologic table helps
entering the mechanical embodiment design using CAD. Finally, a machine simulation can be
defined by using the Extended I/O-list, which includes helpful actor and sensor information
and allows the bidirectional connection to the PLC. In addition, it is possible to run the
Virtual Machine as an virtual initial operation of the system by connecting the geometry
defined in the CAD system to the simulation, which again is connected to the PLC [4,9].
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3.1 Modeling the EFS in ELVAN
Specific ELVAN shapes are provided to enable the definition of the EFS (Figure 4).

Fig.4 Screenshot of ELVAN
The engineer starts by defining the overall function. Sub functions are collected on a separate
sheet. Flows are propagated automatically throughout the hierarchy. The appearance of a
function depends on the function type (function with or without sub function and/or function
with or without an actor definition). The hierarchy view is build automatically based on the
function structure modeled on the Visio sheets and displays additional information concerning
the used actors, sensors and transition conditions.
Figure 5 shows the menu to assign an actor to an actor function. Actors and sensors are
classified in ELVAN by technology (such as “Pneumatic cylinder” or “Rotary motor”) and
type (such as “Bistable” or “Reversible; Single Speed”). A specific predefined actor or sensor
can be selected, after the needed technology and type is defined. It is also possible to select a
dummy, if only the technology and type is known up to now.
In addition, the wished actor status (such as “Move to working position” or “Forward”) has to
be defined by selecting one of the offered options. It is not necessary to assign values to the
corresponding output variables. They are set automatically by ELVAN according to the
wished actor status. This makes ELVAN not only feasible for control engineers but also for
mechanical engineers.
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Fig.5 Linking an actor instance to a function in ELVAN
The logic editor shown in Figure 6 allows the definition of non-trivial transition conditions.

OR
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Fig.6 Defining Boolean expressions in ELVAN
Boolean expressions as specified in [18] by using AND, OR and NOT are possible. All input
variables declared so far in the ELVAN project are listed when adding a variable.
3.2 Derivation of the inherent control sequence
ELVAN generates the SFC and the corresponding I/O-list used in the PLC programming
environment SIMATIC [18] from SIEMENS automatically. Figure 7 shows an example of
those ASCII files.
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126,diPush2EmptyCanFrontPos
126,diPush2EmptyCanBackPos
126,diPushEmptyCanFrontPos
126,diPushEmptyCanBackPos
126,diCentRollClosed
126,diCentRollOpen
126,diPushFullCanFrontPos
126,diPushFullCanBackPos
126,di_ein_Hauptmotor_st_12
126,di_ein_Weitleuchte_e_13
126,diStripTransportOk
126,di_grundstellung_Ban_15
126,diNotSkStop
126,diButStart
126,diButNotStop
126,diLapEmpty
:
126,doPush2EmptyCanFrwd
126,doPushEmptyCanFrwd
126,doCentRollOpening
126,doPushFullCanFrwd
:

I/O-list

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL

Q
Q
Q
Q

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3

BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL

:
STEP V2_Kannen_schieber_ (*$_NUM 16*):
(*$_COM V2_Kannen_schieber_einfa@Leerk
annen- schieber einfahren*)
"doPush2EmptyCanFrwd"

(R)

END_STEP
:
TRANSITION Sicherheitskrei (*$_NUM 7*)
FROM Unterstuetzung_Bandtrans
TO Hauptmotor_stoppen
CONDITION := ( NOT "diButNotStop" OR
NOT "diNotSkStop" OR "diLapEmpty" OR
"diCanFull" OR NOT
"diCanNotOverfilled" )
END_TRANSITION
:

SFC

Fig.7 I/O-list and SFC derived and exported by ELVAN
The I/O-list contains the variable name, a flag whether it is an input or an output variable, the
address and the variable type. The SFC-file used in SIMATIC consists mainly of two parts.
Firstly, all steps are listed. They specify actions by assigning values to the output variables as
they where defined implicitly in ELVAN. Secondly, all transition conditions are listed in the
SFC-file and linked to the steps. They consist of Boolean expressions evaluating the status of
the input variables.
3.3 Derivation of the morphologic table
The morphologic table as shown in Figure 8 is generated automatically by ELVAN according
to the algorithm described in section 2.3.

Fig.8 Fragment of the Morphologic table derived and exported by ELVAN
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Additional data, such as the flows, are assigned to the functions to provide more information
for the solution elaboration.
3.4 Derivation of an Extended I/O-list in order to connect WinMOD to a PLC
The Extended I/O-list shown in Figure 9 is formatted according to the simulation tool
WinMOD.
#
Variable name
Adress
Variable type
Default
Comment
CAD Module
Mechatronic Standard
Component (MCS)
Manipulating time / velocity
Item designation
Manufacturer designation

1
diCentRollClosed
XE0.5
BI
0
Supervise can
Can exchanger
CentRoll - pneumatic
cylinder

2
diEmergStop
XE3.4
BI
0

B58
Festo - DGS-25

K05

3
doCentRollOpening
XA8.0
BO
0
Position can
Can exchanger
CentRoll - pneumatic
cylinder
3s
Y01
Festo - DGS-25

Fig.9 Fragment of the Extended I/O-list derived and exported by ELVAN
The benefit of using the Extended I/O-list in a HiL-case is threefold. Firstly, the input and
output variables are formatted according to the PLC interface between SIMATIC and
WinMOD. Secondly, all variables can be imported from the derived Extended I/O-list into
WinMOD to declare them inside of WinMOD. Finally, all additional actor and sensor
information from the Extended I/O-list are imported as well. This additional data is
supporting directly the elaboration of the simulation model in WinMOD. Mechatronic
Standard Components (MSC) [1] are grouping all variables used in a single simulation
module.
4 CASE STUDY
The case study was carried out together with RIETER Textile [16] and applied on a comber
as shown in Figure 10.

Fig.10 Comber from RIETER
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Combing is an optional step in the ring spinning process. It separates the long and choice
desirable fibers in the fleece from the milled fibers and arranges the remaining fibers in
parallel order forming a sliver. Combed yarns are finer, cleaner, more lustrous, and stronger.
The comber receives the fleece on sleeves, combs the fleece and fills the cans automatically
with the resulting sliver.
4.1 Modeling the EFS in ELVAN for the comber
Firstly, the overall function “Comb fleeces” has to be modeled in ELVAN. The material flow
is given by the task. Incoming material flows are: “Full sleeve” and “Empty can”. The
material flows “Empty sleeve”, “Full can”, “Milled fibers” and “Fleece waste” are outgoing.
Secondly, the main functions (sub functions of “Comb fleeces”) of the comber are modeled
on a second sheet in Visio using ELVAN (Figure 11). Material, energy and information flows
as well as transition conditions are added. The unique function “PLC Start” is indicating the
entry point of the control sequence.

Fig.11 Function tree and main functions for the comber
Sub functions are added recursively on additional Visio sheets while the function tree (shown
on the left side of Figure 11) is updated instantly. Actor and sensor information are entered as
described in section 3.1.
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4.2 Derivation of the inherent control sequence
The SFC and the I/O-list for the comber are generated by ELVAN using the export function
based on the method defined in section 2.2. The resulting ASCII files shown in Figure 7 can
be imported and debugged in the PLC programming environment SIMATIC from SIEMENS
[18] as shown in Figure 12.
The current step (S14) is marked. The next step can be reached by changing specific input
variables in the virtual PLC PLCSIM from SIMATIC in order to fulfill the transition
condition T17. In this case, the current step was reached by changing the value of the input
variable “diPushEmptyCanFrontPos” on address “I 0.2” from “FALSE” to “TRUE”. This
manual change is simulating a new sensor status of the sensor supervising whether the can has
reached its target position or not.
PLCSIM

Outputs

Inputs

I 0.2

Fig.12 Testing the imported SFC in SIMATIC [18]
There is no need to simulate the sensor status of the comber manually via PLCSIM, if a
machine simulation is connected as described in section 4.4.
4.3 Derivation of the morphologic table
ELVAN derives the morphologic table as described in section 2.3. A fragment of the resulting
table in this case study is shown in Figure 8. A discussion of the different not yet specified
functions could result in a filled table as shown in Figure 13 where different principle
solutions are collected and combined. The second entry explains for instance how the
resulting sliver could be placed in the can. The solutions realized in the comber are not shown
in order to protect the rights of the company.
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Fig.13 Fragment of the morphologic table in the comber case
The morphologic table derived from the EFS is a valuable instrument since it supports the
interdisciplinary design in
•
•
•
•

keeping track of the remaining open issues.
using it as a discussion base.
documenting the creative act of finding solutions.
documenting the current overall solution.

4.4 Derivation of an Extended I/O-list to connect the simulation tool WinMOD to a PLC
A virtual prototype of the entire mechatronic system ensures a consistent interdisciplinary
embodiment design in terms of “assurance of properties” according to VDI 2206 [19]. The
Virtual Machine described in [4,9] is used in this case study for that purpose. It consists of a
control connected to a simulation of the system which again is connected to a visualization of
the system. In particular, the virtual control PLCSIM [18] was connected to the event
simulation WinMOD [21] and Mediator [13] was connected to WinMOD to visualize the
comber throughout the entire combing process as shown in Figure 14.
PLCSIM

WinMOD

Mediator

Fig.14 Virtual Machine in the comber case
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ELVAN supports the setup of the Virtual Machine by deriving the Extended I/O-list as
described in section 2.4. A fragment of the resulting Extended I/O-list for the comber is
shown in Figure 9. This list was imported into WinMOD, used to model the comber in
WinMOD and to establish the connection to PLCSIM. The CAD model from the mechanical
design department was exported in the VRML format and imported into the VR-tool Mediator.
Finally, the motions calculated in WinMOD have been connected to the corresponding
geometry of the actor in the VR-model. In this case, the Virtual Machine of the comber was
mainly used to perform test runs of the PLC software autonomously.
5 SUMMARY
The lacking synchronization of interdisciplinary teams designing mechatronic systems
controlled by a PLC is addressed by introducing the EFS. The methods based on the EFS and
described in section 2 are supporting a concurrent conceptual design phase of the mechanical
and the control engineer. In addition, the transition from the interdisciplinary conceptual
design phase to the domain-specific embodiment design phase is supported. Finally, the
verification of the overall design by using the Virtual Machine is simplified. All methods
explained in section 2 are reflected in the CACD tool ELVAN which is presented in section 3.
And lastly, a case study has been carried out to exemplify the developed computer aided
methods in section 4 by applying them on a textile machine.
In summary, the computer aided EFS-based concurrent engineering approach helps bridging
between mechanical and software engineers by supporting
•
•
•
•
•

rapid development
continuous consistency
innovative conceptions
interdisciplinary communication
steady documentation.

Further methods enhancing the interdisciplinary development process can be computerized.
One example is an EFS-method explained in [6] supporting the identification of the impact
caused by a change realized in one domain during the domain-specific design phase on the
other domain. An implementation of that method would imply an extension of the PLC
programming environment and the CAD system to propagate changes made in one of those
domain-specific design tools. Another example in this context is the approach described in [1].
Mechatronic Standard Components (MSC) are introduced to enable a rapid elaboration of
virtual prototypes.
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